
b r a n d  g u i d e l i n e s



OUR CULTURE

The
GOLDEN RULE

Treat others the way that
you would like to be treated.
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To serve the best pizza and 

OUR PROM
ISE

make your day a little better.
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To be a billion dollar company that

OUR VISION

gives m
ore than it receives.



At Donatos, our vision is to be a billion-dollar company that gives 
more than it receives. To get there, we need to live our brand and 
keep it strong.

A strong brand is a powerful thing. 

It can create change. It can inspire. It can build trust, and loyalty, 
action and energy - and yes, even love.

All we need to do is live by our core values. 

And remember - what others say about us is far more important than 
what we will ever say about ourselves.

(Amen)

OUR VISION
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WHAT IS A 
BRAND? 
“Brand” can be a confusing word, because different people 

define it in different ways. But it’s really pretty simple.

A brand is not a logo, and it’s not a font, and it’s not a color 

palette and it’s not a logo mark that someone created to go 

with a tag line (which, by the way, is also not a brand).

A brand, quite simply, is the relationship you have with a 

product, service or organization.  It’s the sum total of your 

thoughts, feelings and experiences. And like any relationship, 

it needs care and attention to grow and thrive. If you ignore 

the relationship, or change in a way that doesn’t seem like the 

“you” that people have come to know and love, then you put 

the relationship at risk.  

introduction



Like people, brands have personalities and values. They have 

goals and aspirations. They have a purpose. 

And, like people, the best brands are distinctly different from 

everyone else.  They are unique in their look, their voice, their 

tone and behavior.

As in any relationship, brands evolve and change over time. 

Both sides of the relationship learn from one another and grow, 

hopefully closer, to make the relationship stronger.

Who owns the brand? We all do. Everyone in a relationship 

owns the relationship. Our job is to keep the relationship fun, 

interesting, surprising and rewarding enough for people to want 

to stay in it!
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WHAT IS THE 
DONATOS 
BRAND?
On the following pages is the Donatos brand strategy.  It contains 

the universal truths about who we are and what we stand for: Our 

purpose. Our values. Our positioning. Our personality. Our voice. 

Our promise.

It helps define what makes Donatos uniquely, distinctly, memorably, 

“us.”

If we’re true to the brand and live up to “who we are and what 

we stand for” with every interaction – whether it be with our 

co-workers, colleagues, partners and associates, or with our 

customers -- we will be doing our part to help our relationships 

grow and thrive. 



BRAND
STRATEGY
OUR VALUES
INTEGRITY
Transparent, Grounded, Ethical, Well Intended, Authentic, Doing the right thing

LOVING
Kind, Passionate, Grateful, Compassionate, Considerate, Caring

FUN
Random acts of kindness, Make your day a little better, Bring joy, Laughing with 

others

OF SERVICE
Servant leader, Humble, Listens, Team Oriented, Collaborative

OPEN MINDED
Adaptable, Change Agent, Courageous, Innovative, Seeks first to understand, 

Solution Oriented, Opportunistic

DISCIPLINED
Resolve, Resilient, Winning Attitude, Analytical, Strategic Thinker, Accountable
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OUR POSITIONING
It’s bigger than the pizza. 
A lot of pizza makers tell you that it’s all about the pizza. At Donatos, we disagree. So while we certainly go 
to great lengths to make delicious pizza of the highest quality, we think our job is bigger than that. It’s to 
enhance the experience of getting together with family, friends and coworkers. It’s to enrich people’s lives 
and their relationships with one another. It’s to build community. It’s to think about people first – with 
Donatos pizza as a means to a bigger, and much more fulfilling end. 

NATIONAL CHAINS
  - Low Quality
  - Convenient

“LOCAL GOODIES”
REGIONAL LOCAL
EMERGING FAST CASUAL
  - Quality
  - Inconvenient
 • No/poor delivery
 • Poor technology

OUR WHITE SPACE

Premium pizza.
Delivered.



Every brand starts with a story.  Here’s ours...

OUR PERSONALITY
Friendly. Quick-witted. Generous. Thoughtful. Genuine. Engaging. All delivered with a clever twist.

We’re the person in a group who brings other people together. The engaging host. We don’t take 

ourselves too seriously, except when we are making pizza. Then, it’s all business. We do what we love 

and we love what we do - and that’s helping people share life’s moments with great-tasting pizza.

OUR VOICE

CLEVER. 

APPROACHABLE. 

ENTERTAINING. 

HEAD-TURNING. 

FUN.

P R E M I U M  P I Z Z A .  D E L I V E R E D.

LIKE FREE PIZZA? Join Donatos Pizza Love Rewards today at donatos.com/rewards

TOO MUCH CHEESE. SAID NO ONE EVER.

Introductory price. Tax and delivery extra.

If you like cheese, you’ll love the new Ultimate Five Cheese Pizza from Donatos. Covered Edge to Edge™ with premium Provolone, 

mozzarella, Asiago, cheddar, and Romano cheeses for a flavor combination unlike any cheese pizza you’ve ever had before. 

TRY A LARGE FOR JUST $14.99



OUR 
STORY
The 1960s was a turbulent time.  It was a time 

of social unrest and political turmoil.  It was 

a time of Civil Rights marches, the Cold War, 

the war in Vietnam, and protests and violence 

on college campuses.  And it was a time of 

assassinations, and sadness, and confusion - and a country very much in 

search of itself.

It was against this backdrop that a 19-year-old guy on the south side of 

Columbus, Ohio had a crazy idea:  What if we could bring people together, and 

treat them the way we want to be treated?  What if we respected each other 

for our differences, accepted people for who they are, and nurtured their 

relationships with one another?

And what if we re-defined “family” to include not just bloodlines, but lifelines 

-- to friends, neighborhoods, communities, and the world?

In 1963, Jim Grote believed he could do all of that.  And the way he did it -- 

first in his house, then on his street, then in his neighborhood, and finally in 

hundreds of communities around the country -- was by making great pizza, 

and making each person’s day a little better.



OUR JOB
At Donatos, serving others and nourishing relationships has always been at the heart of 

what we do.  And how we do it, is just as important as why.

We do it by building quality into everything we do:  Every ingredient on every pizza.  Every 

interaction with every person.  Every product.  Every meeting.  Every phone call.  Every 

detail at every location.  Every piece is important.    

We do it by appreciating diversity and the intrinsic value of every person. Diversity of people 

brings a diversity of thinking, experience and perspective. 

We do it by giving back to the community.  Being fully engaged. Supporting one another.  

And treating people fairly, honestly and with respect.

And we do it by having some fun. Cutting loose. Shaking things up.  

It’s all part of the job.



OUR PIZZA
Donatos is the #1 premium brand of delivered pizza. 
 
It’s also the physical manifestation of our brand.  A celebration of diversity, 
quality, and the intrinsic value of every ingredient. The literal “coming 
together” of many different pieces, from many different backgrounds, to 
create a nourishing and satisfying “whole.”
 
The foundation of our premium pizza comes from the taste, texture, thickness 
and bake of our golden-brown crusts with just a sprinkle of cornmeal to 
ensure extra crispness. Pizza perfection comes from the unique sauces that 
interact with the toppings above and crust below.
 
Our Classic Red Sauce comes with a hint of garlic and is the perfect 
complement to our famous thin crust, allowing the taste of our Edge to 
Edge® toppings to shine through. Our Marinara Sauce pairs well with our 
thicker crusts and is hearty and robust; accentuating the flavor of the 
toppings.
 
We use aged and smoked Provolone cheese as the base for most of our 
pizzas, because it’s more flavorful than your typical mozzarella. Our 
pepperoni is made from a premium blend of pork and lean cuts of beef.  And 
we put 100 pieces on every large pepperoni pizza we make. We use fresh, 
hand-cut Roma tomatoes, onions and green peppers. And original, family 
recipe sausage and meatballs.
 
We don’t skimp on our ingredients. We load them Edge to Edge® on top of 
the cheese, not under it -- so you can actually see and taste the quality in 
every bite. We party-cut most of our pizzas in rectangles, because then there 
is consistency in every bite and it’s easier to share. 
 
If ever a pizza was made to bring people together, Donatos Pizza is it.
 
Maybe that’s one reason we were voted into the Pizza Hall of Fame.


